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Will Jakeman’s Marvellous
Mechanimals
By Nick Ward
Middle grade adventure biography brimful of
stunning and detailed 2 colour Illustrations
– perfect for budding inventors!
Publishing May 2021
160 pages, illustrated in 2 col throughout
Age 7+ for girls and boys
10,000 words
Book 2 to follow August 2022
Rights sold:
Taiwan: Beijing Publishing Group
Russia:
Will Jakeman is an inventor - perhaps the best inventor there has ever been! Read all about his
childhood, the terrible fate of his parents, and about the incredible machines he invented -with stunning
two-colour detailed illustrations, and the chance to invent your very own Marvellous Mechanimal!
People come from far and wide to buy Will’s 'Mechanimals' - incredible machines that come to life and
perform all sorts of amazing tasks. For example, Steel-Skull the gorilla, who is perfect for dealing with
bullies, and The Armoured Armadillo, a magnificent machine that can barge through most obstacles and
is even armed with a gunge gun...Learn all about Will Jakeman's childhood, the terrible fate of his
parents, and discover whether the evil Ida Gripp ever gets her hands on his marvellous mechanimals...
•
•
•
•

Detailed 2 colour illustrations of the extraordinary Mechanimals with the chance to invent your
own, as well as create a storyboard for your own adventures!
Environmentally-friendly theme throughout.
Exciting adventure story for all reader interested in inventions and explorers.
Will Jakeman is the inventor in the Charlie Small series by Nick Ward, published in 6 languages

'Nick Ward’s utterly brilliant, highly illustrated story about a boy inventor is in an absolute class of its
own. Full of amazing diagrams of Will’s mechanimal inventions as well as newspaper excerpts, cartoons
and illustrated text, it’s a complete inspiration and a great story with plenty of action. Highly
recommended'. BOOKTRUST
Nick Ward has written over sixty books for children, from picture books to young
fiction. His book "Don't Eat The Teacher" has sold over a million copies, and his
alter-ego Charlie Small has written twelve volumes of unbelievable but
completely true adventurous memoirs.
Brought up living above the family shop in a quiet market town, all Nick Ward
ever wanted to do was write and illustrate books. He has worked in design
studios and converted school buildings, and now from a little wooden studio
(shed) at the bottom of his leafy garden.

GHOST SCOUTS

A debut middle-grade series, written
and illustrated by Taylor Dolan
7,000 words, plus 2 colour illustrations
throughout
Book 1: February 2020
Book 2: February 2021
Book 3: September 2021
Book 4: September 2022
Rights sold: Italy (Terre di Mezzo), Greece (Patakis), Spanish and Catalan (Blackie)
FILM RIGHTS HAVE BEEN OPTIONED by Threewise Entertainment
For fans of Amelia Fang, Witch Wars, Goth Girl
•
•
•
•
•
•

strong first person narratorial voice from a feisty, capably and funny girl narrator.
scary but funny: Lexie is the only human character but holds her own amidst a cast of
zombies, ghosts and ghouls, and makes friends with them all.
Focus on inclusivity and diversity
lots of characterful two-colour pictures, and integrated picture/text layout throughout
ideal reading for age 7 up, as a transition from picture book to novels.
first project from a talented new young American author/illustrator

Book 1: Together, Lexie and her new friends must fight off an evil plan from the dastardly Euphemia
Vile to take over the summer camp.
Book 2: Lexie Wilde is having a ball at Camp Croak - it's Visitor's Day and she can't wait to introduce
her ghoulish friends to her Grams. But Grams doesn't appear, and when a strange person claiming
to be her mom, Lexie knows that something is up!
Book 3: When a new Ghost Scout arrives Lexie accepts a dare from one of them, and a rogue
spell is cast ... does this mean the end of Halloween? And could it be the evil Euphemia Vile
behind the chaos that ensues?
‘Distinguished not only by the eye-catching, mid-century artwork but by its quirky subject matter
and ebullient telling. The dialogue is an absolute treat from beginning to end and sets the tone for
an irresistible and very funny adventure, with a thoroughly modern sense of girl power.
Sophisticated fun’ Books for Keeps.
‘With its cast of ghoulish but gorgeous characters, a feisty feminist heroine, a story steeped in
friendship, fun, kindness and daring to be different, and Dolan’s all-action, two-colour illustrations
throughout, this is the perfect read for all young mischief-makers.’ Lancashire Evening Post
Taylor Dolan was born into a house of stories and raised in Texas. Her mother used to read to her
every night, and together they made their way through the worlds of Narnia, Oz and many more.
She attended the Cambridge School of Art for her Master’s Degree in Children’s Book Illustration
and now lives in Arkansas, US.

KNIGHT SIR LOUIS

By BAFTA award-winning duo,
The Brothers McLeod
25,000 words, plus b/w illustrations
throughout
Book 1: August 2020
Book 2: May 2021
Book 3: June 2022, book 4 to follow
Rights sold: France (Bayard) Dutch (Moon), audio (Audible)
Turkish (Yeni Film)
A new highly illustrated middle-grade fiction series perfect for fans of the Treehouse
books, David Walliams and Jeff Kinney
§
§
§
§
§

For readers who enjoy words and illustrations in equal measure
DRAMATIC COMEDY - The story is told through pictures as well as text, the author really interacts with
the reader, and the story and situations are crazy and hilarious
INVENTIVE - Incorporates a wide variety of storytelling methods: comic strip, interviews, school reports,
join-the-dots - you name it, the Brothers McLeod make use of it
A story of courage with a young boy in the centre of an eccentric and extraordinary world.
A SERIES for children from Myles (the words) and Greg (the pictures) are very well known for their
collaboration on screen and in their books for adults.

Monty Python and the Holy Grail for middle grade readers, it’s about of the bravest knight in all the land
(unless he’s faced with a wasp) as he strives to save his kingdom from disaster after disaster accompanied
by his trusty robot steed Sir Clunkalot and his magical sword, Dave. Knight Sir Louis has defeated dragons,
goblins and evil wizards but when he is sent to do battle with Dreadful Damsel, even he is not prepared for
the mayhem that follows ...
‘What a hero! What a story! Sublime daftness on every page.’ Jeremy Strong
‘A beautifully illustrated fantasy adventure, brimming with ludicrous magic and fizzing with irresistible
comedy.’ Peter Lord, co-director of Aardman Productions
‘Probably the funniest book I’ve ever read. A masterclass in silliness!’ Gary Northfield, author of Julius
Zebra series

Myles and Greg McLeod are the Brothers McLeod. Myles is a screenwriter, and Greg is an
illustrator and animator. As the Brothers McLeod, Myles and Greg have worked for clients
such as Disney, Aardman, the BBC, ITV, Dreamworks, and the RSC. They have written and
illustrated four books for adults, including CATS and BREEDS (Square Peg, PRH) and HOW
CREATE YOUR OWN UNIVERSE and A BOOK OF BRILLIANT IDEAS (Michael O’Mara.) Their
animated series CIRCLE SQUARE is on Channel 5 TV this summer.
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And now the Knight Sir Louis puzzle book!
192 pages
198 x 129 mm
Black and while illustrations
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Packed with laughter and fun, a boredom-busting a
ctivity book, the perfect companion or introduction to
this awesome series. Knight Sir Louis and his friends
are stuck in the Kingdom of Puzzles and need your
help to make an escape - you can help by completing
the brain-bending puzzles and the bonkers
competitions in order to set them free...

Maggie Blue and the Dark World
A hugely talented new voice in magical
middle-grade fiction.
Written by Anna Goodall
Cover & chapter headers by Sandra Dieckmann
Publishing February 2021
Sequel publishing July 2022 (ms due end 2021)
65,000 words, 330pp
Age 10+ for girls and boys
Maggie Blue is an outsider, both at home and at school. She lives with her eccentric aunt Esme,
and has no friends other than the irascible Hoagy, a stray cat who can talk to her. When Maggie
sees the school bully being stolen away to another world by one of their teachers (shape-shifted
into a wolf), she is determined to save her, whatever the cost. Maggie has to enter the Dark
World - it is full of danger, but she discovers that her role is far more important than anyone
could have guessed.
-

The story is very much about the Maggie’s journey; she is lonely and bullied at school, but by
sticking to her beliefs and doing what she thinks is right, she finds her own place and makes
a friend
The girl/cat relationship is beautifully drawn with a lot of humour.
An absorbing read with imaginative and convincing world building (the parallel ‘Dark
World’) reminiscent of Diana Wynne Jones, Neil Gaiman, Terry Pratchett and Philip Pullman.
Universal setting – taking place in a suburban town, the setting is easy to imagine being in
any country
The Dark World is place where the environment has been ruined and people are unhappy.
Maggie discovers the sinister ways in which the powers of the Dark World keep their citizens
happy – there is a dark sci-fi element reminiscent of DR WHO.
A thrilling and gripping tale of friendship, courage and the power of being yourself.

**SUNDAY TIMES Children's Book of the Week**

'A sophisticated magical tale, awash in sinister villains and perplexing plights...bursting with
invention.’ FINANCIAL TIMES, The best young adult fiction
‘Brilliant, fantastical, & exciting...definitely one to watch.’ KIRAN MILLWOOD HARGRAVE
'An astonishing novel... this is one of the best middle-grade novels out there.' BOOK RIOT
‘Dreamy and odd yet razor sharp and terrifying all rolled into one. It's the Neverending Story and
Spirited Away and Coraline all rolled into one amazing story. I can't recommend it enough, it's the
perfect read for ages 12+.’ LUCAS MAXWELL
Anna Goodall has worked in publishing, run a small literary magazine, and tried
bookselling and very occasional journalism. Anna has a Masters in Scriptwriting
from Goldsmiths.

Tsunami Girl

By Julian Sedgwick
Illustrated by Chie Kutsuwada
Part novel, part manga, this is a powerful
and haunting story about trauma and
recovery set against the backdrop of the
2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan
March 2021
366 pages, illustrated with some manga pages
Age 11+. 60,000 words
Rights sold: France (Bayard), Italy (Salani)
Yūki has only just arrived in Osōma, Japan when the earthquake begins. Yuki has been struggling with her
identity, along with the pressures that many teenage girls face, and has been ent by her parents to stay with
her beloved Japanese grandfather. She is still getting over her jetlag from the flight from London when
everything starts to fall apart.
After the terrible events, where her grandfather is lost, and now haunted by survivors’ guilt, Yūki throws
herself into her passion for illustration, a passion she shared with her grandfather. Through her drawings,
her friendship with fellow survivor, Taka, and particularly the creation of manga super-hero Half Wave, Yūki
begins to come to terms with the trauma that she experienced, and finds the courage to embrace her future.
•
•
•
•

vivid, beautiful storytelling
based on the real events of 2011, recreated through the eyes of wonderful characters who really
stay with you
deals with the impact of a life changing event, explores emotions and the ability to find the power
within you to keep moving forward.
Interwoven with incredible manga illustrations by Japanese artist

'A narrative with manga inserts… a unique collaboration between author and illustrator...It’s another
impressive and original title from this recently established publishing house' Financial Times
‘A coming of age tale like no other...Sedgwick’s prose is heart-warming and heart wrenching in equal
measure, and Kutsuwada’s illustrations really bring Half-Wave to life' The Scotsman
‘A story of friendship, love, family, belief, bravery and of saying goodbye. Chie’s artwork really adds an
extraordinary dimension.’ Sue Chambers, Waterstones and blogger
Julian Sedgwick is the author of six books for children, and co-author of the
graphic novel Dark Satanic Mills and illustrated novel Voyages in the Underworld
of Orpheus Black
Chie Kutsuwada is a Japanese manga artist based in Brighton. A graduate of the
Royal College of Art in London, she is the creator of King of a Miniature
Garden and Moonlight. She also provided the illustrations for The Book of Five
Rings by Musashi Miyamoto and Warrior Kids, a children's book by Mark Robson.

The Cats We Meet Along the Way
A fresh new YA voice, from the winner of
The Guppy Open Submissions Competition 2020
Written by Nadia Mikail
Inside ills by Nate Ng
Cover by Salvador Design
Publishing February 2022
35,000 words, 192pp
Age 13+
A stunning debut young adult novel set in Malaysia, charting Aisha and her family
on a road trip through the country in search of estranged sister, June. Set against
the backdrop of a world catastrophe, this novel is full of love, healing and hope.
Seventeen-year-old Aisha hasn't seen her sister June for two years. And now that an
asteroid is about to end the world in nine months' time, she and her mother decide
that it's time to track her down and mend the hurts of the past. Along with Aisha's
Chinese boyfriend, Walter and his parents (and Fleabag the stray cat), the group take
a road trip through Malaysia in a wildly decorated campervan - to put the past to
rest, to come to terms with the present, and to hope for the future.
§ A fabulous new voice from a debut Malaysian author
§ Spare, beautiful writing, open and accessible but with immense depth
§ A wise and thoughtful look into the humanity that keeps us all going in the face
of calamity
§ Themes are about the complications of family and love
§ For young and old adults who are looking for compelling stories about
relationships and family
§ For readers of Meg Rosoff's THE WAY I LIVE NOW
Nadia Mikail is from Sarawak in Malaysia, and is currently studying law in
London. Nadia won the Guppy YA Open Submissions Competition 2020 with
this, her debut novel.
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WRECKED
By Louisa Reid

A page-turning YA novel of uncovering
secrets and lies – who can be believed?
25,000 words
Target age 13+
September 2020

Right sold: Bayard, France
Joe and Imogen seem like the perfect couple — they've been in a relationship for years and are
the envy of their friends at school. But after accidentally becoming involved a tragic fatal
accident, they become embroiled in a situation out of their control, and Joe and Imogen's
relationship becomes slowly unravelled until the truth is out there for all to see ... Structured
around a dramatic and tense court case, the reader becomes both judge and jury in this
stunning and page-turning novel.
-

A thriller, combined with a teenage love story.
The plot development is delivered via throwbacks during a courtroom case - this makes for
a very dramatic and intense atmosphere.
Although there's much tragedy there's a positive ending.
The protagonists are so well drawn that they will stay with you a long time
The second novel of Louisa’s that I'm selling, and again I sat up until midnight to read - I
had to know what happened!
Louisa’s first novel for Guppy Books was GLOVES OFF - rights have sold so far to Bayard in
France, and in audio. It was nominated for the Greenaway Award and was a Sunday
Times Children’s Book of the Week.

Selected for National Poetry Day 2021
'A profoundly moving story about truth and love' - Jenny Downham
‘For fans of narrative verse and gripping quick reads, Wrecked by Louisa Reid (Guppy Books, £7.99)
is a must. The novel explores emotional abuse in relationships, but where the young man is the
victim – a story rarely told.' - The Scotsman
'You'll be hard pressed to find a better verse, or YA novel doing the rounds. At times it read like a
thriller, a tale of first/romantic love and loss; it is beautifully brutal as it is heartfelt and
devastating ... the book evokes that sense of excitement, awkwardness and heartache of first
love.' - Brian Conaghan
Louisa Reid lives in the UK and is a teacher of English. Louisa writes about things that
she thinks are important to young people and is passionate about encouraging teens to
read. Louisa has had 2 novels published by Puffin: Black Heart Blue and Lies Like Love
and by Guppy Books the highly acclaimed Gloves Off which was Sunday Times Children's
Book of the Week, and nominated for the Greenaway Award.

